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Luxury consumption is  quietly returning to normal with affluent Shanghai women consumers , according to a new report from Spark Ideas  and
Gus to Luxe. Image credit: Spark Ideas  and Gus to Luxe

 
By DIANNA DILWORT H

Affluent women in Shanghai are finding that life is slowly going back to normal after the coronavirus hit last
January. This hints at a new normal that includes socializing with friends and even going to Disneyland.

A new report from Spark Ideas and Gusto Luxe looked at what is happening six months after China shut down for the
COVID-19 pandemic to see how purchase behaviors have changed or stayed the same among luxury female buyers
in Shanghai. While consumers are feeling positive, health has become a priority post-pandemic and getting body
temperature checks and mask wearing are the new normal.

"Despite feeling fairly secure that China has the virus under control, Shanghainese women are showing signs of
caution with spending on luxury goods, particularly with RTW purchases," said Malinda Sanna, founder & CEO of
Spark Ideas, New York. "Financial uncertainty is driving some of this hesitation."

"However, it is  also a function of the fact that socializing hasn't 100 percent returned to normal," Ms. Sanna said.
"Fashion is an expression of joy and vitality, and luxury buyers just aren't there yet. Some mentioned the fact that
they're not really dating or going on vacation, and they're simply staying in more."

"In this study, it was moving to observe how similar Shanghainese women are to sophisticated luxury buyers in the
U.S. (whom we have also studied during Covid)," she said. "Finding comfort in domesticity, focusing on smaller
luxuries at home, turning inward to items like luxury skin care rather than outward-facing fashion, re-imagining
travel on a more local level, and feeling that jewelry and timeless classics are the most relevant luxury purchases
right now because they feel safe.

"Women are returning to stores, but it feels like work. People don't love wearing masks, particularly in the Shanghai
heat."
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Lives tream has  been surging among luxury brands  in China, and influencers  such as  Li Jiaqi (pictured here opening Dior) are becoming s tars .
Image credit: Spark Ideas  and Gus to Luxe

Digital rising
Like in most places around the world, as stores closed, affluent consumers in Shanghai went online to shop.

To connect with consumers, luxury brands have been experimenting with livestreaming as a way to bring the
personal touch to customers at home. This trend has even created popularity among those consumers showing off
the products, bringing stardom to some of those presenters, according to the report.

"Recently I watched Li Jiaqi's live broadcast, and posts on WeChat moments," said one 50 year-old stay-at-home
mom interviewed in the report. "He is China's lipstick king."

But while brands are experimenting with this format, it may not last beyond the shutdowns as these consumers miss
in-person luxury experiences.

"Live streaming has thrived during Covid, producing rockstars in unlikely places, such as Li Jiaqi (the Lipstick King)
whom all brands are now supplying with free products for him to promote," Ms. Sanna said. "Many beauty brands
have done well with this, including some luxury beauty brands. Live streaming despite having been around for years
is still in its infancy creatively and needs to become less QVC-ish and executed in brand-specific ways."

"Louis Vuitton, Urban Decay and Stella McCartney were all spontaneously mentioned in our study by luxury buyers
as examples of brands that have experimented with live streaming this year, but the results seem like a mixed bag,"
she said. "It's  currently rather one-note, and does not feel exclusive or personal enough for luxury buyers. The
experience perhaps needs to be supplemented with the personal guidance of a sales associate who can reassure of
value, procure access, or even just provide the personal nod that someone is making a good choice."

"If there is one key takeaway from this study that should resonate with luxury brands, it is  that anything mass will not
succeed with Shanghainese women. If it's  too accessible, or if anyone can get it too easily online, they will move
on."

Health, beauty and vitality has become more top of mind than fashion and consumers are buying more of these
online.

Luxury skincare is a core category in which consumers still feel OK spending money. This is a category where
many of these consumers were already used to making purchases for online, at least for replenishment.

Fragrance was a category that these consumers used to make themselves feel good while cocooning at home as a
way to escape the challenges of the outside world.

Now that stores are reopening, there is demand among affluent women in Shanghai to try new fragrances.

As consumers continue to be concerned about the health crisis, many are looking online for new direct beauty
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channels from which to purchase. In-person shopping is still preferable for the highest-end products and for trying
new products.

"Ecommerce has been strong in the beauty sector for years in China, positioning it well for experimentation," Ms.
Sanna said. "Shopping with friends has been embraced during Covid and the desire for it doesn't seem to be
slowing. Chinese women love digital creativity and entertainment and would love to experiment with VR to try new
color makeup looks."

"Fragrance brands can offer new products for home fragrance. We heard multiple mentions of the desire to make
the home a more sensorial experience," she said. "They are looking for flowers, incense and aromatherapeutic oils,
to refresh the home and create more comfort."

Shanghainese women were already comfortable purchas ing skincare online even before the cris is . Image credit: Spark Ideas  and Gus to Luxe

Travel remains on hold
As travel remains on hold, so too does the purchase of many luxury goods that consumers buy while on vacation.

The report found that many affluent Shanghainese make luxury purchases while traveling abroad. The selection,
lower prices and tax breaks make it more appealing to buy luxury goods such as handbags and watches while
traveling abroad.

While they are remaining closer to home and forging international travel, many of these Shanghai-based women
surveyed said that they are buying less. Still, there will likely be pent-up demand when these world travelers head
back overseas, particularly to Europe.

In the meantime, luxury brands could look to local Asian markets to promote goods, as many of these women have
plans to travel within Asia.

"Luxury brands can take the opportunity to revitalize the level of luxury service in boutiques within China's major
cities, prompting more excitement and consideration of purchases at home," Ms. Sanna said. "To quell the yearning
for Europe, retailers could create events like high tea or wine-tastings away from crowds in special venues to prompt
excitement and fight lethargy."

"Likewise, there is an opportunity to strengthen local pride in Chinese traditions," she said. "Luxury brands should
look to blend their DNA where possible with respect for local culture and talent."

Sustainability has also become more important to consumers. The pandemic lockdown made consumers feel a
closer connection to nature, and many see sustainability as a way to protect them from the virus.

Still, some admit that even if they do care about sustainability, it does not always influence their purchase decision,
which is often more product-driven.

"The pandemic has touched on something in women's hearts that is making them appreciate nature more (even
within the city) and drawing them to brands that are creating sustainable practices," Ms. Sanna said. "Many
mentioned a link between sustaining nature and preventing future pandemics."
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